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Abstract
Smart streetlights can be used to enhance public safety and well-being. However, not only it is one of the most draining
structures in terms of electricity, but it is also economically straining to local government. Typically, many councils adopt a
static or conventional approach to street lighting, this presents many inefficiencies as it does not take into account environmental factors such as light levels and traffic flows. This paper will present the utilities of a streetlights in Sheffield and how
different councils tackle the issue by using different lighting schemes. Investigation of current implementations of information and communication technologies (ICT) such as Internet of Things (IoT) in streetlights will be necessary to understand
different proposed models that are used in ‘smart’ street lighting infrastructure. Case studies from Doncaster and Edinburgh
are explored as they are using similar technology and having a similar sized topology as Sheffield. To analyze different
models, StreetlightSim, an open-source streetlight simulator, is used to present different lighting schemes. There will be four
time-based schemes: Conventional, Dynadimmer, Chronosense and Part-Night which have varying capabilities that will be
simulated to present a plethora of solutions for Sheffield’s street lighting problem. The results from the simulations showed
mixed readings, the time-based schemes showed reliable data from StreetlightSim’s own evaluations, however its adaptive
approach will need to be further analyzed to demonstrate its full capability.
Keywords Internet of things · Streetlight · Smart city · Wireless sensor networks

1 Introduction
Population growth and urbanization have been drastically
increasing over recent years, more people seeking better
opportunities in cities. Currently 5% of the world population
are residing in cities, increasing to two thirds by 2050 (UnitedNations 2019). That is roughly an additional 2.5 billion
people living in cities. With the huge increase in people living in cities, comes with a cost and demand for the government. There will be a larger amount of energy needed to be
provided to maintain public safety and services. Moreover,
with fossil fuels becoming scarcer and the continuous inflation of its price, better power management and a strategy
to become more energy efficient needs to be implemented.
To reduce energy comsumption, local government bodies
are now replacing high pressure sodium (HPS) lamps with
light emitting diode (LED) technologies with lower power
* Bernardi Pranggono
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1

consumption in streetlights, improving lighting efficiency by
a factor of five (Escolar et al. 2014). It is also indicated that
the lifetime of LED lamps being over ten times to its HPS
counterpart, in turn reducing maintenance (Masoud 2015).
However, this is still not enough to meet cities energy reduction targets as streetlights can consume up to 43.9 billion
kWh of electricity every year (Liu 2014) being a major contributor to energy consumption in cities, taking up to nearly
30% of energy consumption for any country (Badgelwar and
Pande 2017). Currently Sheffield City Council have replaced
most of their old HPS lamps with LED lamps, installing
66,802 units and encompassing 99.5% of their streetlights
infrastructure (SheffieldCityCouncil 2020).
Internet of Things (IoT) has been implemented in various areas including in smart city (Talari et al. 2017; Zanella
et al. 2014). Arguably, smart streetlights are the platform of
smart city as it can have many features to support a smart
city. Intelligently design streetlight not only can reduce
electricity usage in the city but also enhance public safety
and wellbeing. This paper focusing on the energy efficiency
introduced in the smart city due to the implementation of
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smart streetlights using information and communication
technologies (ICT) such as IoT.
The paper studies the smart streetlights implementation in Sheffield streetlight network. The level of energysavings is investigated and compared with different lighting
schemes. There will be four time-based schemes: Conventional, Dynadimmer, Chronosense and Part-Night. An opensource simulator, the StreetlightSim (Lau et al. 2014) will
be used to evaluate the different schemes. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no similar work that used Sheffield as
a case study.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents background on IoT and smart streetlighting.
Section 3 presents our research methodology. In Sect. 4, we
study IoT-based streetlights implementation in smart city
with Sheffield as a study case. Finally, conclusion of this
paper is presented in Sect. 5

2.1.1 1st layer—perception layer

2 Background

2.1.3 3rd layer—application layer

2.1 Internet of Things

Finally, the application layer is the most important for the
user as this is where the raw data is received, analyzed and
processed to display real time feedback (Talari et al. 2017).
Depending on the design of the system, artificial intelligence
can provide automated services based on the information
given. These systems play an important role in smart cities, to enhance standards of living by incorporating it into
services such as, transportation, traffic management and
streetlights.

Since first coined by Kevin Ashton in 1999 (Ashton 2009;
Boulaalam 2019), there are various definitions of the IoT
exists. In essence, IoT can be define loosely as any devices or
objects equipped with sensors which can exchange information through the network (Internet) without human intervention (Atzori et al. 2010; Feki et al. 2013; Gubbi et al. 2013;
Javed et al. 2018). IoT communicate device to another device
or connect machine-to-machine (M2M). Various IoT implementation is in place from smart home to smart agriculture,
from eHealth to industry 4.0 (Borgia 2014).
IoT, also known as the Internet of Everything, is essentially a blanket term for all devices and network infrastructure, that are connected to the Internet. Today, IoT is moving
into virtually every sector, opening new opportunities and
new challenges. IoT applications links from smart meters
and smart thermostat, to smart grid and smart cities. IoT
technology enabled physical objects to make a prompt
and better response to environmental changes and make
informed decisions (Perera et al. 2014).
IoT has the potential to become one of the most disruptive technologies in decades. IoT enables digital connectivity to devices and sensors to reach almost any places that
previously unthinkable. By 2025, it is predicted there will be
41.6 billion connected IoT devices in the world and generating 79.4 zettabytes (ZB) of data (IDC 2020).
In general, IoT architecture can be structured into threelayered model: perception (sensing), network, and applications layer (Lin et al. 2017; Miao et al. 2010; Zhihong et al.
2011).
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Internet-enabled devices from wireless sensors, Radio-frequency identification (RFID), Global Positioning System
(GPS), to mobile devices and automobiles are what makes
up the perception layer. It is essentially an eco-system of
devices that can collect, detect, and exchange information with other devices through different communication
networks.
2.1.2 2nd layer—network layer
The role of the network layer acts as an intermediary
between the perception layer and the application layer. It
transports the raw information gathered, via a combination of short-range (ZigBee and Bluetooth) and long-range
communication technologies (PLC, Wi-Fi, 3G, 4G, 5G),
all dependent on the device’s network capability, otherwise
known as middleware technology.

2.2 Application of Internet of Things
The effects of accelerated developments and growth problems mentioned in Sect. 1, makes it difficult to maintain
the same level of urban living. However, this emerging
technological growth of IoT is causing a shift to a more
dynamic approach to combat new challenges in the future.
Several studies (Hui et al. 2017; Janssen et al. 2019; Kramers
et al. 2014; Sánchez et al. 2013) have proposed the idea of
incorporating ICT and IoT into cities to improve and drive
changes in urban living to become a more sustainable or
‘smart’ city.
Smart cities are fundamentally much more complex to
normal ones (Streitz 2019). A simple definition of a smart
cities is a city that uses IoT and ICT to exploit data, to
improve government infrastructures and public welfare
(Zanella et al. 2014). Whilst the use of technology is important, it also includes changes to many levels of urban living
and incorporates many aspects ecologically sustainable lifestyles (Berra and Nuciari 2013), as such, it is also known as
a sustainable city.
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In Sánchez et al. (2013), the integration of IoT with traditional utility infrastructures is studied. It mentions the feasibility of implementing new services to existing archetypes
in streetlights to provide more efficient public service for the
city. Despite the fact that these studies provide evidence of
the potential to being more sustainable, there is no guarantee
that it is applicable to Sheffield. Every ‘smart’ solution may
or may not be sustainable, depending on the size of its own
environmental footprint and on the actual reduction of environmental impact it brings about by improving other processes
(Hilty et al. 2014).
Applying the three layers of IoT from Sect. 2.1 in streetlights, allows cities to build a connected lighting network with
a central control and monitoring system, in Sheffield a similar
system is used called a central management system (CMS).
The implementation of IoT in streetlights, divided into the
three stages as represented by the three layers discussed earlier.
1st stage—perception layer

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) to
monitor data on the environment
• Light sensors to monitor the light
level
• Rain gauge to measure precipitation
• Wind direction vane and anemometer to measure the wind speed and
direction
• Water level to measure ground water
level for flooding
• Environmental air pollution detector
measures traffic pollution
2nd stage—network layer
WSN’s able to receive and retransmit
data from gateways, ZigBee/WLAN
based communication protocol used
to communicate between neighboring
WSN’s, creating a mesh network
WSN communicates to other gateways
creating a larger network
The use of Wi-Fi and GPS to transmit
data from a base station to the cloud
which can be accessed by a central
control and monitoring system
3rd stage—application layer Responsive measures can be taken
based on the data gathered
• Alerting authorities if water level is
high
• Dimming of streetlights if surrounding level is high
Monitoring traffic based on air pollution levels
Monitor air levels for any toxic gas
present and will alert authorities if
present

2.3 Streetlighting in Sheffield
Streetlights in Sheffield are currently maintained by a citywide highway maintenance contractor called Streets Ahead,
it is currently using Telensa’s smart city streetlighting

solutions to help maintain the streetlights under a centralized
network. Below is the current infrastructure in Sheffield.
1st stage—perception layer
2nd stage—network layer

3rd stage—application layer

Telecell sensor nodes provide
low power metering and Global
Positioning System (GPS)
Ultra-Narrow Band (UNB) base
station provides radio coverage
for up to 5000 sensor nodes.
This has a larger range than most
mesh networks. In addition, have
the advantage of overlapping
coverages for resilience
It has yet to provide other applications than its main purpose but
still provides economic advantages for the city
• Replaces night patrols with
instant fault reporting
• Provides fault diagnosis
• Reduces repair times

The main difference between the proposed study by Mendalka et al. (2010) and the one used in Sheffield is the difference in sensors at the perception level. WSN’s tend to only
have a battery life of three years whereas Telensa claimed
that its streetlight controller called the Telecell can run continuously for 7 years, having up to 4× less power consumption than mesh networks. Also, due to its GPS capabilities,
it is a more robust and resilient system, functioning normally
when disconnected from the network (a more suitable system for citywide use).
From their sophisticated control programs, PLANet, Sheffield City Council is now able to showcase a more automated
approach to streetlighting to the public. Enabling them to
remotely control streetlights, monitor them in real time and
detect/diagnose faults automatically, in turn reducing manpower needed for maintenance. Streets Ahead have commented “because of the new system, there is a reduction of
up to 65% of energy usage and carbon footprint.” However,
Sheffield are only utilizing a portion of Telensa’s streetlight
control capabilities, only having a timetabled ON/OFF lighting scheme dependent on light levels and the solar calendar.
This system can be described as having a ‘static behavior’,
due to the lower level of autonomy and self-adaptation, by
not being able to process environmental changes and automatically act accordingly.

2.4 Energy savings
These innovative approaches to citywide automation mean
that it will be hard to evaluate the energy savings of an
adaptive lighting system due to its complexity. Factors such
as cost of set-up, behavior in the environment, time of the
year would greatly affect the evaluation of it. Realistically,
to evaluate a system of this nature a long period of time
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is necessary. Below are case studies of smart streetlighting
infrastructure within the UK by Telensa, which gives examples of annual yearly savings to help them combat surging
electricity prices and reach target carbon emission goals.
2.4.1 Edinburgh case study
Edinburgh City Council have started a projected in 2018 to
introduce a smart streetlighting solution. This entails connecting 64,000 streetlights across the city under a centralized system. (nearly the same quantity of streetlights being
replaced as Sheffield’s). This upgrade was forecasted to
reduce its £3.2 million annually energy expenditure by 50%,
and since deployment the figure is more likely to reach 60%.
Its projected to save them £54 million over a 20-year period
(Telensa 2020a).
2.4.2 Doncaster case study
Doncaster is one of the largest boroughs in the UK and is
located in South Yorkshire right next to Sheffield. They
currently house 45,000 smart streetlights which cost them
roughly £14.4 millions of internal government funds. They
are currently cutting 25% of their annual electricity spending which equates to £1.3 million pounds of total savings.
They have achieved this by doing the following:
• Dimming light levels dependent on external factor.
• Precisely reducing the time streetlights are on during

dusk and dawn to achieve better efficiency.

• Adapting power use to deliver constant light output,

adapting to the combined effects of gradual LED lumen
depreciation and dirt build-up between cleaning intervals.

Doncaster are expected to potentially increase their
annual savings by trialing a traffic adaptive lighting infrastructure. At the end of 2018, they implemented this to 178
streetlights from Junction 3 into Doncaster, from this they
found out the periods of the day where there is significantly
less vehicle movement. Due to this issue they moved the
lighting schedule from 20:00–5:00 to 22:00–5:00 which cut
the power consumption from 67,087 to 51,474 kWh which
results in savings of 19% in energy spending. This successful
trial has presented them with new opportunities to reduce
power consumptions in other areas (Telensa 2020b).

3 Methodologies
To analyze different models, StreetlightSim (Lau et al.
2014) an open source streetlight simulator, is used to present different lighting schemes. The StreetlightSim has
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been selected due to it is an open-source and its capability to models both traffic patterns and adaptive networked
streetlight. The simulation accuracy of the StreetlightSim
also has been validated (Lau et al. 2014). There will be
four time-based schemes: Conventional, Dynadimmer,
Chronosense and Part-Night which have varying capabilities that will be simulated to present a plethora of solutions for Sheffield’s street lighting problem. StreetlightSim
uses an adapted module from Vehicle in Network Simulation (VeiNS) (Sommer et al. 2008) framework which
allows the combination of OMNeT++ and Simulation of
Urban MObility (SUMO), to work in unison to provide
a simulated road traffic profile. SUMO is a road traffic
simulator which handles the random routes that road users
(pedestrians and cars) follow within the simulation and
Veins helps with the individual modelling of each user.
OMNeT++ allows the simulation of data processing and
control algorithms, and communication networks—supporting frameworks and models including MiXiM, INET
and INETMANET (OMNet++ 2020). The relationship
between main components is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
high-level simulation process flow is shown in Fig. 2. In
this figure, step 1 is to obtain a map from www.openstreet
map.org. In step 2, we use JOSM to enhance the map by
annotating the relative streetlight locations. In step 3, we
extract the SUMO road network and streetlight topology
from the enhanced map. In step 4, we convert the SUMO
random paths and other required configurations to StreetlightSim format. Finally, in step 5 we run the simulation.
More detailed information on the StreetlightSim simulator
can be found in (Lau et al. 2014).

3.1 Road traffic model
To help the simulation generate a realistic evaluation of a
streetlight network, it is important to have an accurate road
traffic model. A road traffic model has been derived from
(DepartmentForTransport 2019) to be able to distribute
the annual average daily traffic flow (AADF) of the region
throughout the day (per hour). StreetlightSim provides two
models of traffic flow as both have different traffic profiles: weekday and weekend. The main difference is that
the majority of the population works in the weekday thus
will result in higher traffic volumes in the early morning
between 7:00 and 9:00 AM. Whereas at the weekend’s there
is a higher volume of traffic during the middle of the day,
between 11:00 and 14:00 (see Fig. 3).
Whilst road users are taken account for with the AADF
values given by the government, pedestrian traffic is also
important for an accurate evaluation. Eq. (1) shows how
pedestrian traffic number is calculated where Δped is a percentage of the total traffic composition (Lau et al. 2014):
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AADFped =

AADF
; 0 ≤ Δped < 1
1 − Δped

(1)

Since weekday and weekend have different traffic volumes, the total number of road user injected during the
simulation in any given day is given by Lau et al. (2014):

r(𝜃) = β(θ) × AADFped

(2)

θ represents weekday or weekend traffic, β is the traffic weight of these days. Where is n StreetlightSim
β(weekday) = 1.13 and β(weekday) = 0.87. Therefore, the
total number of road users injected in the simulations, during at hour h, for both weekday and weekend traffic is given
by Lau et al. (2014):

Γ(h, 𝜃) = 𝜔(h, 𝜃)Γ(𝜃)

(3)

where ω(h, ) is the normalized traffic ratio at hour h on .

3.2 Lighting scheme

Fig. 1  StreetlightSim Block diagram. (Adapted from Lau et al. 2014)

1. Download map from
OpenStreetMap

As mentioned, Sheffield uses a conventional lighting scheme
in accordance to the solar clock, however it is trialing dimming schemes in certain regions. Currently, Sheffield procures their streetlights from Signify using products from
Phillips-Lighting Luma, Towns guide, and CitySoul range
(SheffieldCityCouncil 2020). Phillips Luma range is what
you generally see in Sheffield’s streets, it is equipped with
a power supply and a ‘Dynadimmer’ for dimming. There
are multiple dimming schemes that are available to use in
StreetlightSim, each one could be an effective streetlighting
solution for Sheffield.
3.2.1 Dimming scheme

2. Enhance the map

There are four time-based dimming schemes available in
StreetlightSim, each needs to specify the time of the year
in terms of months in the configurations (e.g. January
month ID = 1, representing the longest period of lighting

3. Extract the road network,
streetlight topology
4. Convert to StreetlightSim
format

5. Run Simulaon
Fig. 2  StreetlightSim high-level process flow. (Adapted from Lau
et al. 2014)

Fig. 3  Traffic distribution ratio by time for the average weekend and
weekday vehicular traffic (DepartmentForTransport 2019)
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in the year). They are all derived from existing products or
schemes used by other councils.
• Conventional scheme: All streetlights switched on with

100% brightness until simulation time limit ends.

• Phillips Dynadimmer scheme: Dynadimmers are con-

figurable electronic drivers that has a maximum of 5 set
periods of dimming. Dependant on the user, different
dimming profiles can be implemented based on the area’s
geographical location. For this project we will use a typical scheme that is specified in (Phillips 2010), as Sheffield City Council have not disclosed the dimming schedule as its under trial periods. From Fig. 4 we can see the
operational hour of this scheme, between 20:00–23:00 it
operates at 65%, 23:00–5:00 at 40%, and 5:00–6:00 at
55%.

During the rest of its operational hours it operates at 90%
illuminance output of the conventional scheme. This gives
an annual energy savings of 40% if this is implemented.
• Phillips Chronosense scheme: Chronosense is a

stand-alone control unit that provide easy installations
to newer installations and electromagnetic controlled
lights. Unlike Dynadimmer they only provide one step
of dimming which the duration can be altered based on
its dipswitches (see Fig. 5). This sort of lighting scheme
would be effective in more rural or areas where there is
little movement during the night. For StreetlightSim it
has been configured so between the hours of 22:00 and
5:00, the streetlights will have an illuminance output of

Fig. 4  Dynadimmer streetlight
operation hours. (Adapted from
Phillips 2010)

Fig. 5  Chronosense streetlight
operation hours. (Adapted from
Phillips 2010)
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65%. This equates to a yearly energy savings of approximately 20% (Phillips 2010).
• Part-night lighting schemes: Part-night lighting have
been introduced to other councils such as Warwickshire,
Buckinghamshire and Devon. Like the name suggest, this
scheme entails streetlights that are being switched off
during periods of the night. This solution is very effective in areas where streetlights do not have the ability
to be dimmed, or the area in question is isolated. Warwickshire City Council have introduced this to areas
where there are no potential hazards nearby, streetlights
not operating between 12:00 to 5:00 during the week
and 1:00 to 6:30 during the weekends, by doing so have
reduced their greenhouse gas emissions by 3000 tonnes,
and their annual yearly spending decreasing by £500,000.
StreetlightSim adopts the same lighting scheme (WarwickshireCountyCouncil 2020).
For StreetlightSim to calculate the energy efficiency of
different lighting schemes, it assumes that the energy consumed is directionally proportional to its illuminance output. Thus, a model symbolized by the following equation is
formed (Lau et al. 2014):

e(N) =

N
∑

Pmax × 𝜙T

(4)

n=0

where e(N) = Energy consumed by streetlight after N
discrete timesteps, N = upper limit of discrete time steps,
n = lower limit of discrete time steps, Pmax = maximum
rated power of streetlight and ϕT = duration of illuminance
output by timestep n.
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3.2.2 Adaptive lighting scheme
In StreetlightSim there is a proposed adaptive lighting
scheme called traffic aware lighting scheme management
network (TALiSMaN) (Lau et al. 2015). Instead of using a
centralized system to control the light levels of streetlights,
it uses an autonomous WSN to detect traffic flow and act
upon it. In this scheme, it quantifies the utility of a streetlight by considering different road users (from a pedestrian
and motorist perspective). TALiSMaN has four operational
states: Lamp on by sensor, Lamp on by neighbour, Lamp on
by delay and Lamp off. The state machine of these operation
states during operational hours is illustrated in Fig. 7.
From a pedestrian perspective, streetlights are used to
navigate through the dark, avoiding any obstacles and identification of other pedestrians by using facial recognition
(Davoudian and Raynham 2012; Raynham 2004).
For a pedestrian’s perspective it factors in the following:
• How much distance is required to avoid an obstacle.
• The illuminance required for obstacle avoidance, naviga-

tion and facial recognition within 10 m.

• Speed of the pedestrian is travelling.
• Pedestrian sense of safety.

Figure 6 illustrates adaptive lighting scheme from a
pedestrian perspective (Haans and De Kort 2012). It utilizes
descending light distribution for pedestrians, so streetlights
within the vicinity have max illuminance output, whilst
those further away will decrease in segments. So when the
pedestrian is within a streetlight’s sensor range [default 13
m (Yue et al. 2010)], streetlights within a 30 m distance will
have a brightness of 100%. After each 30 m segment from
the pedestrian, the illuminance output will incrementally
decrease by 20%. This continues until the distance × is more
than 150 m and at this point the streetlight is switched off.
The importance of streetlights from a motorist perspective
is very high, this is because streetlighting extends the range
of which motorist can see beyond their given headlamps,

Fig. 7  TALisMaN operation state machine during operational hours.
(Adapted from Lau et al. 2015)

which helps them avoid hazards from a distance and gives
them time to do an emergency stop if needed. The main
difference between a motorist and a pedestrian is the speed
at they are travelling, for residential roads the speed limit
is typically 30 mph (or 15 m/s) and a pedestrian in average
travels at 1.9 m/s (Lau et al. 2015).
For a motorist perspective it factors the following:
• Stopping distance of a vehicle based on, vehicle speed,

road surface conditions and reaction time.

• Hazard detection.

Figure 8 illustrates adaptive lighting scheme from a
motorist perspective. From Fig. 8, we can observe the streetlights S1–S4 having a 100% illuminance output. This is due
to motorist performing better at hazard detection when luminance and uniformity is increased (Brémond et al. 2013;
Güler and Onaygil 2003; Mayeur et al. 2010; Staplin 1985).

Fig. 6  Adaptive lighting scheme
from a pedestrian perspective.
(Adapted from Lau et al. 2015)
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Fig. 8  Adaptive lighting scheme
from a motorist perspective.
(Adapted from Lau et al. 2015)

Table 1  Illuminance output of streetlight from motorist and pedestrian perspective (Lau et al. 2015)
Road user type

Distance from streetlight, d Illuminance
output (%)

Pedestrian

0 ≤ d < 30
30 ≤ d < 60
60 ≤ d < 90
90 ≤ d < 120
120 ≤ d ≤ 150
d > 50
0 ≤ d ≤ 100
d > 100

Motorist

100
80
60
40
20
0
100
0

Also, this model uses the fact it takes a 100 m to come to a
standstill when a hazard has been detected, thus streetlights
within this distance, in front of the vehicle is lit up.
This study uses the proposed adaptive scheme for the two
roads to be compared to the other dimming schemes presented (Table 1).

Table 2  Simulation parameters
Parameter

Value

Required lit road segment (motorist)
Required lit road segment (pedestrian)
Distance between streetlight (average)
Operational hours
Streetlight power
AADF
Sensing range
Sensor sampling rate
Bit rate
Radio propagation model

100 m
150 m
30 m
17:00–07.00 (14 h)
5.6 W
1900
13 m
20 Hz
250 kbps
Simple path loss with
log-normal shadowing
effect
1 × 10− 8
− 3 dBm

Minimum bit error rate
Radio transmission power

4 Simulation
4.1 Simulation parameters
To ensure the simulations are accurate, the rated power for
the streetlights needs to be deduced. From data provided
by Street Ahead (Figs. 9, 10), the power consumption for
Church Street on the 02/02/2020 was 1147 Wh (see Fig. 10).
Thus, we can work out the rated power per streetlight from
(Table 2):

1147 ≈ t × Prated × n
where t is the duration of streetlight operation = 14 h, n is
the number of streetlights = 16.

Prated ≈ 5.12W
As it is approximately close to the 5.6 W value specified
in the Luma ranges specification, the study will assume all
streetlights to be rated at 5.6 W.
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Fig. 9  Westbourne Road real energy consumption (20/01/2020–
18/02/2020)
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the trials, it would serve as a good comparative to conventional lighting schemes.
Using Google street view, it has been identified that this
street contains 17 streetlights which is represented by red
dots in Fig. 11. It is approximately 1000 m long road. Note,
from the cross section located at the middle of the map to
Clarkehouse Road is a one-way system.

4.3 Church Street

Fig. 10  Church Street real energy consumption (20/02/2020–
02/03/2020)

Like Westbourne Road, Church Street uses a one-way system with approximately 500 m of straight road. It is located
right in the middle of the City and is one of the main reasons why this was chosen to be simulated. With different
locations (residential/city center), it will provide the study
a wider data range.
Using Google street view, it has been identified that this
street contains 16 streetlights which is represented by red
dots in Fig. 12.
Note that there are only six red dots in Fig. 12. That
is because, the streetlight at the furthest left and right of
the map has six light modules in one location as shown in
Fig. 13. StreetlightSim does not manage well on placing
six streetlights on top of another or right next to each other.

For this study, it evaluates two roads located at different
parts of the city (residential and city center). Whilst Sheffield City Council does provide AADF values for Sheffield,
it does not provide any for the streets in question. To be able
to inject an accurate road traffic profile, AADF values for the
region from ‘Yorkshire and the Humber’ (which Sheffield
is under) is taken. Sheffield City is a very populated city.
In Transport (2020) there are two values given for minor
roads: for rural and for urban. The definition of the urban
minor road is that it is within a settlement of 10,000 people or more, and as Sheffield is a major city it easily meets
this definition. Thus, we will use the AADF value of 1900,
to inject it to both road traffic profiles of the simulations.
The simulations will also assume weekday traffic flow,
as the data from Streets Ahead for Westbourne Road and
Church Street energy consumption in [Wh] is dated from
20/01/2020–18/02/2020 and 02/02/2020–02/03/2020 respectively. To make the simulations more comparable, we use the
energy consumption at 02/02/2020 for both roads which is
equivalent to 14 hours of streetlight operations (17:00–7:00).
Fig. 11  Westbourne Road streetlight location

4.2 Westbourne Road
Westbourne Road is in a residential area. The main reason
why this was chosen was because this area was under dimming trials and as energy consumption data was given from

Fig. 12  Church Street streetlight locations
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differences at certain hours. It also follows the trend in the
transportation ratio for the weekday shown in Fig. 3.

4.5 Evaluation of dimming schemes

Fig. 13  Church Street streetlights

Fig. 14  Traffic flow by road user count for Westbourne Road and
Church Street

Therefore, the solution is to use only one streetlight in the
simulation, and to calculate its real power consumption. The
results then multiplied by six.

4.4 Results analysis
The road user count for both simulations is shown in Fig. 14.
We notice that both have very similar road traffic profiles for
the duration of its streetlight operation, only having minor
Table 3  Power consumption by
lighting scheme for Westbourne
Road and Church Street
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Westbourne Road
Church Street

As predicted, the lighting scheme with the largest power
consumption is the conventional scheme having a value of,
1332.4 and 1254.4 [Wh] for Westbourne Road and Church
Street respectively. Comparing the simulated and actual
value for Church Street, we can see that there is a minor
difference by 8.9% or 107.4 [Wh] (1254.4 vs. 1147), which
is probably caused by not having an exact durations of the
streetlight operation hours, as StreetlightSim assumes for the
month of February to have operating hours = 14. Another
probable cause is, during sunset and sunrise streetlights
gradually switch ON/OFF which would also reduce its
power consumption.
From Table 3, we can see that the Chronosense scheme
has the second largest power consumption with 1166.2 and
1097.6 [Wh] respectively, which correlates to being approximately 13.3% energy difference from the conventional
scheme. Whilst it does reduce energy spending, it lacks the
flexibility it needs for different geographical locations compared to a Dynadimmer scheme, where we can configure it
to specific area. Also, as the Chronosense is not equipped
to the current streetlights in Sheffield, the council will need
to purchase this stand-alone product and install it which
would cost large amounts of money and time. Therefore, its
environmental benefits do not outweigh the economical and
practical disadvantages this lighting scheme has.
Next, both Part Night and Dynadimmer schemes have the
same power consumption with 809.2 and 761.6 [Wh] respectively, which has a difference of approximately 48.89% from
the conventional scheme. The value for Westbourne Road
has similarities with the real value (see Fig. 9), only having
a difference of 3.8%. Therefore, we can say that the current
trial dimming schemes is also saving up to 48.89% energy
(however actual lighting scheme may differ). Despite, both
Part-Night and Dynadimmer schemes having the same
energy expenditure, it would be more beneficial to use the
Dynadimmer scheme. This is because, in a Dynadimmer
scheme the lights are still switched on throughout the night
at varying illuminance output, which maintains the utility
of streetlights. Furthermore, as the area of simulations are
located in areas of large population (a residential area and

Conventional (Wh)

Part Night (Wh)

Dynadimmer (Wh)

Chronosense (Wh)

Adaptive (Wh)

1332.4
1254.4

809.2
761.6

809.2
761.6

1166.2
1097.6

75.6
143.4
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the city center), it is crucial that streetlights are switched on
to enhance security and safety in these areas as it is proven to
reduce crime rate and encourage socio economics activities
during the night (Lau et al. 2014).
The data gained from StreetlightSim for the different dimming features is accurate, as these schemes are time based
therefore external factors such as road users and geographical location does not affect the outcome of the result.

4.6 Evaluation of adaptive schemes
To create an accurate representation of the adaptive scheme
for both road profiles, the simulation has been used five
runs each and take an average of it to work out the power
consumption. As we can see from Figs. 15 and 16, both
have very little differences between the runs, apart from an
anomaly found at hour 6:00 in Fig. 15, where Run 1 and
Run 4 have a difference of 21%. This is due to different road
users at the given time as more pedestrians can cause bigger power consumption, or the route generated goes pass
more streetlights which causes the same result. However,
overall, both figures follow a similar trend to Figs. 3 and
14, as power consumption is proportional to traffic flow in
an adaptive scheme. Although both have similar trends, the
key difference between the two is that, Church Street has
a larger power consumption with 143.4 [Wh] compared
to Westbourne Road’s 75.6 [Wh], despite having one less
streetlight. The most likely cause for this situation, is probably the streetlight vs. road length density, as Westbourne
Road is approximately double the length of Church Street
with 1000 m, which equates to a streetlight roughly every 59
m, compared to one every 31 m. Another factor is the higher
complexity of Westbourne Roads streets, as there are more
paths that can be taken whereas, Church Street is a simple
one-way road, so the likelihood of all the streetlights activating by one road user is very high.

Fig. 16  Church Street adaptive power consumption

A big standout is in Table 3 where we can see a major
difference in power consumption compared to any of the
dimming and the conventional schemes, having up to a difference of 1256.8 [Wh] which equal to 0.293 kg CO2 or
179% difference in energy expenditure. The majority of its
savings is during the times when there is low traffic (between
22:00–05:00), where the lowest road user value is only eight.
In essence, the proposed TALiSMaN adaptive scheme is
most effective in residential areas where there are multiple
pathways and longer roads, compared to a busier city center
road such as Church Street. However, despite showing great
results in terms of reduction in energy expenditure, there are
flaws to this scheme. Firstly, as mentioned, different pathways for road users can be taken, StreetlightSim randomly
generate these pathways which means it is not necessarily
the correct road traffic flow for Sheffield. Another problem
is the AADF value, the value 1900 was taken from a more
generic region, the ‘Yorkshire & Humber’ which Sheffield
is under. However, this takes into account other towns and
cities that have smaller populations, consequently, we can
say that the result from the adaptive scheme is not accurate
to Sheffield but for urban minor roads in ‘Yorkshire & Humber’ region. For that reason, more comprehensive research
is needed in Sheffield to be able to full predict the outcome
of the proposed adaptive scheme.

4.7 Energy savings

Fig. 15  Westbourne Road adaptive power consumption

Based on Department for Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy, the average price for electricity per kWh is 12.9
pence (p) (BEIS 2020). This figure will be used to calculate
energy expenditure for each lighting scheme (see Table 4).
When averaged per hour it works out to be (see Table 5):
If we assume streetlight operation for each day in each
month is the same, i.e. the days in January = 16 h, February = 14 h, March = 12 h, April = 10 h, May = 8 h, June = 8
h, July = 8 h, August = 10 h, September = 12 h, October = 13
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protocol for street-lamp-system management. In the paper,
the level of energy-savings is not clearly mentioned.
An autonomous intelligent LED streetlight system which
considers vehicle and pedestrian based on environmental
sensors is proposed by Elejoste et al. (2013). The prosed
system implemented 3-level hierarchical model: end nodes,
remote concentrators, and remote-control system. ZigBee is
used for communication between nodes. The paper claimed
to have on average around 40% energy-savings. The paper
also proposed an improvement called adaptive neuro-fuzzy
inference system (ANFIS) to improve scalability and fault
tolerance.
Leccese et al. (2014) used ZigBee sensors network and
WiMAX to develop full control smart street lighting in
smart city application (Leccese et al. 2014). Raspberry Pi
is adopted to give the coordinator lamp post a computing
power needed. The proposed system uses local sensors for
intelligent lighting of the lamp. From the paper, the level of
energy-savings is not clearly mentioned.
Smart and energy-efficient LED streetlight system using
ZigBee network is proposed by authors in (Kaleem et al.
2014). The proposed system used ZigBee mesh network
for communication with streetlights, gateway node, and
management software for real-time monitoring and control.
Light sensors are implemented to adjust the illumination
level of the streetlights. The paper claimed that the proposed
system has the capability to reduce power consumption, but
no level of energy-savings is mentioned.
A distributed Traffic-Aware Lighting Scheme Management Network (TALiSMaN) system is proposed by Lau
et al. (2015). The proposed system uses WSN and considers
pedestrian and motorist traffic. The StreetLightSim is used
to evaluate the proposal. Up to 45% reduced energy savings

hs, November = 15 h, December = 16 h (from Conventional
streetlighting by month scheme in StreetlightSim). We get
the total hours of streetlight operations = 4315 h. Thus, the
cost per year for each scheme can be calculated, represented
in Table 6.
From Table 6, the largest energy saving with 178% from
the conventional scheme is by using an adaptive approach.
However as mentioned in Sect. 4.6, using this scheme is
inconclusive without using more accurate representation
of Sheffield road traffic flow and AADF values. Hence, the
most reliable scheme for this moment, is using a Dynadimmer scheme, which can save Sheffield City Council up to
49% of energy expenditure. The comparison of the level
of energy-savings with other smart streetlights proposals is
discussed in the Sect. 5 section.

5 Related work
Smart streetlights have been implemented all around the
world due to its benefits and advantages. In this section, key
points of related smart streetlights works are highlighted and
energy-savings are compared (if applicable).
In Müllner and Riener (2011), an energy efficient pedestrian aware smart street lighting (SSL) system based on
Global Positioning System (GPS) and Internet enabled
mobile phone is proposed. The GPS signal from pedestrian
is used to turn ON/OFF streetlights. ZigBee protocol is used
to communicate between streetlights. However, no real comparison with other similar systems is presented.
Leccese (2013) proposed intelligent LED streetlights
based on remote-control. The proposal implemented solar
panels to save energy and used ZigBee devices, sensors, and
Table 4  Energy savings for 02/02/2020

Westbourne Road
Church Street

Conventional

Part Night

Dynadimmer

Chronosense

Adaptive

1332.4 × 12.9 = 17.19p
1254.4 × 12.9 = 16.2

809.2 × 12.9 = 10.44p
761.6 × 12.9 = 9.82p

809.2 × 12.9 = 10.44p
761.6 × 12.9 = 9.82p

1166.2 = 15.04p
1097.6 × 12.9 = 14.16p

75.6 = 0.98p
143.4 × 12.9 = 1.85p

Table 5  Average price per hour
Westbourne Road
Church Street

Table 6  Average cost per year
Westbourne Road
Church Street
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Conventional (pence)

Part
Night (pence)

Dynadimmer (pence)

Chronosense (pence)

Adaptive (pence)

1.23
1.15

0.75
0.7

0.75
0.7

1.07
1.01

0.07
0.13

Conventional (£)

Part Night (£)

Dynadimmer (£)

Chronosense (£)

Adaptive (£)

53.07
49.62

32.36
30.21

32.26
30.21

46.17
43.58

3.02
5.61
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is achievable (depending on traffic volume) compared to
multi-sensor method.
Shahzad et al. (2016) proposed energy-efficient intelligent
LED street lighting system by implementing traffic-adaptive
control. The authors used low power ZigBee mesh network
to communicate between different streetlight nodes. The flow
of traffic is shared between nodes to collect the density of
people to adjust the intensity of LED streetlights. The paper
claimed that the proposal was able to save 68–82% energy
depending on the variations in daylight hours between summer and winter (Shahzad et al. 2016).
Bellido-Outeiriño et al. (2016) proposed a smart streetlights system based on Digital Addressable Lighting Interface (DALI) protocol and IEEE 802.15.4 for communications and controlling the streetlights (Bellido-Outeiriño et al.
2016). The proposed system claimed to have energy-saving
around 30–40% compared to other system that used astronomical time relays (ATRs) or double-level ballast (DLB).
Smart LED streetlight system for smart city with webbased management system has been studied in Daely et al.
(2017). They used ZigBee, 3G and IP-based technologies for
communications. TCP/IP is used to control LED lamps. The
level of energy-savings is not mentioned.
An artificial neural network (ANN) based energy efficiency smart street lighting systems is proposed by Mohandas et al. (2019). The proposed system was evaluated in a
residential area. Five different scenarios were considered.
ANN and fuzzy logic controller were implemented to help
make an efficient decision making. The work reported to
achieve 13.5% reduction in energy consumption.
Bingol et al. proposed an adaptive LoRa-based smart
streetlighting system for smart cities in Bingöl et al. (2019).
The central unit (alarm system, persistence layer and control
unit) collects data from and delivers commands to the nodes
(LED with an embedded controller) to adjust their illumination level. The level of energy-savings is not mentioned
(Table 7).

6 Summary
Streetlights are one of the biggest contributors to energy
expenditure in the UK which amounts to approximately
1874 GWh with the current electricity rates increasing as
each year goes by, there is a need to reduce power consumption by introducing new schemes. The main aim for this
study was to introduce IoT in Sheffield to reduce energy

consumption in streetlights, to fully meet this aim several
conditions was needed to be met in forms of objectives to
be completed.
Firstly, compared to Sheffield’s neighbors, Doncaster,
there has not been much development in using more adaptive
and autonomous methods of energy saving. Whilst, Sheffield
have successfully implemented the Streets Ahead program
to utilize a central management system, they are not taking
advantage of the Telensa System fully.
On the other hand, they have recently started implementing different dimming schemes to certain areas, the results
gained from StreetlightSim for the different schemes are
encouraging to see, having energy savings up to 178% for
the adaptive scheme proposed in Sect. 4.6. At first, this may
seem like a huge savings but if this scheme was implemented
in Sheffield now, the results may vary depending on the following factors:
• Location of proposed scheme.
• Type of Streetlights.
• Type of road.

As this scheme needs to be further evaluated, the percentage energy saved figure is unreliable. Despite this setback,
it is however, encouraging to see the results of the other
dimming schemes, in particular the Dynadimmer scheme.
The majority of Sheffield’s streetlights uses the Luma
range which happens to be equipped with the Dynadimmer
driver, it concluded that it was the most reliable scheme as
it saved nearly 50% of energy compared to a conventional
scheme. Furthermore, the Part-Night lighting scheme have
also produced the same result, meaning, this could be possibly implemented in more isolated areas such as the 0.5% of
Sheffield’s current streetlights that have yet to be replaced.
This would be an effective solution to other streetlights that
do not have the dimming capabilities as the Phillip Lighting
Luma range.
In conclusion, the study does present an IoT embedded
solution for streetlights to reduce energy consumption, it has
shown different lighting schemes resulting in different reduction in energy consumption, whilst the adaptive approach
remains inconclusive, it does present an obvious reduction
in power consumption based on the relationship between
traffic flow and total energy expenditure. The solution can be
applicable to other cities in reducing energy-consumption.
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Table 7  Summary of related work
References

Key points

Control method

Müllner and Riener (2011)

• Used Global Positioning System (GPS) and Internet enabled mobile phone
• Zoning concept
Leccese (2013)
• Intelligent LED streetlight based on remote control
• Solar panels is used to save energy
• ZigBee
Elejoste et al. (2013)
• Considered vehicle and pedestrian based on environmental sensors
• Use an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS)
• Around 40% energy-savings is possible
Kaleem et al. (2014).
• Autonomous smart energy-efficient streetlights system based on ZigBee network
• Used light sensors to adjust the illumination leve
Leccese et al. (2014)
• Fully controlled street Lighting based on Raspberry Pi
• Use ZigBee sensors network, and WiMAX
Lau et al. (2015)
• A distributed Traffic-Aware Lighting Scheme Management Network (TALiSMaN)
• Used WSN to communicate
• Considered pedestrian and motorist traffic
• Up to 45% energy-savings (depending on traffic volume) compared to multi-sensor method
Shahzad et al. (2016)
• ZigBee network is established between different Street Light Nodes
• The flow of traffic is shared between nodes to collect the density of people to adjust the
illumination level
• An energy-savings of 68–82% is possible depending on the variations in daylight hours
between summer and winter
Bellido-Outeiriño et al. (2016) • Used Digital Addressable Lighting Interface (DALI) protocol and IEEE 802.15.4 for communications and controlling the streetlights
• Claimed to have energy-saving around 30–40% compared to other system that used astronomical time relays (ATRs) or double-level ballast (DLB)
Marino et al. (2017)
• Used camera network to adaptively monitor the streetlights network
• Control strategy based on traffic forecast
• Results from test bed showed that the proposed system has high potential energy savings
Daely et al. (2017)
• Smart streetlights system with web-based central management system
• Considered weather conditions such as fog or pollution
• Used ZigBee, 3G and IP-based communication networks. TCP/IP is used to control LED
lamps
Mohandas et al. (2019)
• Five different scenarios were considered
• ANN and fuzzy logic controller were implemented to help make an efficient decision making
• Achieved 13.5% reduction in energy consumption
Bingöl et al. (2019).
• Used LoRa communication network
• The central unit (alarm system, persistence layer and control unit) collects data from and
delivers commands to the nodes (LED with an embedded controller) to adjust their illumination level
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